


CIA Honeytrap - Kavanaugh

accuser has deep CIA ties
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Global Intel Hub (Zero Hedge Exclusive) -- 9/23/2018 -- A

Supreme Court Judge Brett Kavanaugh is tied up in a

controversy that can prevent him from being elected to the

Supreme Court for life.  

All of the other witnesses have come forward and stated

they have no recollection of the event, and have taken a

step further to say that Brett Kavanaugh is an honest,

ethical, and respectable individual:

Everyone at the party has said they

have no idea what Christine Blasey

Ford is talking about, even her

longtime friend Leland Ingham

Keyser! Also potentially damaging to

Blasey Ford's claim is a theory

presented Thursday by Ed

https://www.zerohedge.com/users/globalintelhub
https://www.zerohedge.com/users/globalintelhub
http://www.globalintelhub.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brett_Kavanaugh
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-22/lifelong-friend-kavanaugh-accuser-denies-attending-party-where-alleged-sexual
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-20/was-kavanaugh-accuser-almost-raped-his-doppelganger-new-theory-emerges


Before we dig deeper let's understand deep state forces a

bit better.  The CIA, et. al (this means in latin 'and friends')

utilize a number of techniques to achieve their goals,

'whatever works.'  

If a man attacks a woman or a woman attacks a man, or a

man attacks a man (we have to be PC here, unbiased -

right?) or an animal attacks a man, or a man attacks an

animal, or an alien attacks a man or a woman or an animal

- it's not right.  We are not by any means saying that it's

"OK" for anyone to abuse anyone, verbally, emotionally,

physically, indirectly.  But let's stop right there - what

actually happened here?  Something that cannot be

verified, into he said she said insanity.  Was there any

injury?  If it was such a 'crime' why wasn't it reported at the

time, when the memory was fresh?  Why was there not

other similar incidents?  (If you do the research, when

people have real problems it usually manifests itself again

and again.)

Whelan,  a former clerk to USSC

Justice Antonin Scalia and

currently president of the Ethics and

Public Policy Center (EPPC), a

conservative think tank. Using entirely

circumstantial evidence which could

certainly ruin the life of the man at

the center of the new theory, Whelan

suggested that Kavanaugh's high

school doppelgänger, Chris

Garrett, may have in fact been

responsible for Blasey Ford's

recollection of the alleged

incident. 



After seeing the CIA in action against information heroes

like Julian Assange, we created a simple hypothesis based

on history, based on their traditional Modus Operandi (MO). 

What if this 'incident' was a total fabrication, part of a CIA

"Honeytrap" ?  To test our hypothesis, we did a simple

Google search to see if there were any keyword relations

including 'clintons' and 'cia' and sure enough, all 10 of the

top 10 results, including the most interesting story which

has already been reported.  This person's father works for

the CIA but not only that - he was an executive of the bank

that handles the CIA's black budget!  You can't make this

stuff up!

See this report here:

https://thegodofrage.wordpress.com/2018/09/20/kavanaugh-accuser-christine-ford-donated-to-clinton-campaign-and-dnc-is-daughter-of-cia-operative-and-vp-of-security/


The article does cite numerous articles for this claim,

stating:

Christine’s Father Has

Worked, and Still

Works, For the CIA.

In addition to the other info that has

recently surfaced, an article from the

site ImpiousDigest states that

Christine’s father, Ralph G Blasey Jr.

had worked for the CIA and was a vice

president, at one time, for the

National Savings and Trust “black

budget bank” allegedly known for

funding CIA deep state operations.

Linked to Dr. Blasey’s SVR file of

known and/or

suspected CIA operatives, this report

notes, is that of her father Ralph G.

Blasey Jr.—a proven CIA operative

who, from June-1962 to January-

1974, was the Vice President of

National Savings and Trust of

Washington, D.C.—a CIA black

budget bank best known for being 100

paces from the White House, and

whom, in 1998, was taken over

by SunTrust Bank—whose majority

share owner is the CIA-

linked investment fund BlackRock.

The importance of noting

the CIA banking connections of Ralph

http://impiousdigest.com/daughter-of-cia-assassin-paymaster-tries-to-bring-down-trump-supreme-court-nominee-kavanaugh/
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=6846922&privcapId=4395750&previousCapId=30029621&previousTitle=American%2520DG%2520Energy%2520Inc.
https://www.bizjournals.com/washington/stories/2001/03/12/focus7.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/washington/stories/2001/03/12/focus7.html
http://www.constantinereport.com/us-suntrust-announce-nearly-1b-settlement-owns-suntrust/


The article also states that Blasey JR. is still a Vice President

for a security guard corporation that provides protection to

Deep state entities. The article elaborates:

G. Blasey Jr., this report explains, is

due to the outbreak of what is now

known as the “CIA Bank War”—and

whose start of, in 1982, a CIA seized

from publication news report

(Declassified in Part-Sanitized

Copy Approved for Release

2012/09/05: CIA-RDP90-

00965R00150010-7) describes as:

“This is Wall Street, the center of

the international banking system,

a system on the edge of a crisis so

severe that the Central

Intelligence Agency is preparing

drastic measures.  Something

must be done to avert the

breakdown of the Free World’s

monetary system.”

CIA black money operative Ralph G.

Blasey Jr. remains secure, too—and

who, today, is the Vice President of

Business Development of Red

Coats, Inc.—whose Admiral

Security Services provides armed

security for “Deep State” elites

in Washington D.C.—that

is overseen by Red Coats, Inc. co-

founder and Vice Chairman William

F. Peel III—and whose Datawatch

Systems, Peel IIIalso controls,

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP90-00965R000100150010-7.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP90-00965R000100150010-7.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=6846922&privcapId=4395750&previousCapId=30029621&previousTitle=American%2520DG%2520Energy%2520Inc.
http://www.redcoats.com/about_red_coats/the_red_coats_family_of_companies/
http://www.admiralsecurity.com/services/armed-uniformed-security-officers/index.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=4395750
https://www.datawatchsystems.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=40241997&privcapId=6875228


Whether or not this is 100% accurate cannot be said, but it

does give some insight on potential motivations on why

Ford decided to come out now, instead of earlier.  It is also

important to note that Blasey Jr. did, in fact, know of a

reaarcher while at the CIA, Stanford University Psychiatric

Professor Dr. Frederick T. Melges, who helped craft the

highly publicized and widely controversial MKUltra Program.

Christine, to reiterate, is a professor at the same university

working in psychotherapy, espeically the affects of

psychotropic drugs on children.

Let's also remember that we have seen this before, take a

look at the case of Julian Assange who was facing serious

charges - and these charges were originally what led him to

hide (not charges against Wikileaks itself).

Just take a look at this example of Julian Assange's

accuser: 

has USgovernment contracts

extending till 23 June 2023 under

the category of 246.42.1 to

provide US defense and intelligence

agencies with facility management

systems to include accessories and

repair parts, computerized systems

for surveillance, monitoring,

controlling, signaling and reporting

multiple functions

What has most engaged the

conspiracy theorists and Assange's

more excitable defenders, however,

are a few key incidents in Miss A

career, in particular that she is said to

have worked in the Swedish embassy

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2010/dec/07/rape-claims-julian-assange
https://www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov/ElibMain/home.dohttp:/www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov/ElibMain/contractorInfo.do;jsessionid=DF5407C84364E82161E7031DEFFA3D8E.prd1pweb?contractNumber=GS-07F-0634N&contractorName=DATAWATCH+SYSTEMS%2C+INC.&executeQuery=YES
https://www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov/ElibMain/home.dohttp:/www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov/ElibMain/sinDetails.do?scheduleNumber=84&specialItemNumber=246+42+1&executeQuery=YES


All in a days work. 

For a very detailed and well documented case about the CIA

Black Bank which is interesting reading, see this article from

Impious Digest:

in the US, and wrote her university

thesis in 2007 on a vision of Cuba

after the death of Castro.

This has led to widespread

allegations that the woman is a

CIA agent, planted as a honeytrap to

bring down Assange. One blogger

notes: "[Assange] just happens to

meet a Swedish woman who just

happens to have been publishing her

work in a well-funded anti-Castro

group that just happens to have links

with a group led by a man at least one

journalist describes as an agent of the

CIA: the violent secret arm of

America's foreign policy.

An intriguing in-depth new Foreign

Intelligence Service (SVR) report

circulating in the Kremlin today

states that a Stanford

University Psychiatry

Professor named Dr. Christine

Blasey has become the latest

centerpiece of a Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) plot to harm President

Trump with her last-minute

allegation, just days prior to US

Senate confirmation, that Supreme

http://impiousdigest.com/daughter-of-cia-assassin-paymaster-tries-to-bring-down-trump-supreme-court-nominee-kavanaugh/
http://government.ru/en/department/112/
https://heavy.com/news/2018/09/christine-blasey-ford/
https://www.cia.gov/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/california-professor-writer-of-confidential-brett-kavanaugh-letter-speaks-out-about-her-allegation-of-sexual-assault/2018/09/16/46982194-b846-11e8-94eb-3bd52dfe917b_story.html?utm_term=.e83e33d57d95&tid=a_inl_manual


Of course, this theory is perfectly, logically, and legally

impossible to prove, as the CIA operates under the explicit

cover of national security, which is the end all and be all of

the Shadow Government.  

What this means is just simply this is another cut in the

death by a thousand cuts approach taken by deep-state

Democrats and Crooked Clinton supporters which will do

anything to justify their own means, to avoid restoration of

'rule of law' and defend and/or cover up their own illegal

acts in any way possible.  Stay tuned, this is getting

interesting.

Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh had attempted to

sexually assault her over 30 years ago

when they were teenage school

children—while being kept from

the American people about Dr.

Blasey is that she currently oversees

the CIA Undergraduate Internship

Program Stanford

University developed by the

notorious CIA-connected Stanford

University Psychiatric Professor

Dr. Frederick T. Melges—who

himself, in 1985, took into his care

the homeless woman Lois Lang who

assassinated CIA paymaster Nick

Deak—and that afterwards saw

the CIA’sblack operations monies

being controlled by Ralph G. Blasey

Jr.—who, not so mysteriously, just

happens to be the father of Dr.

Christine Blasey.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/california-professor-writer-of-confidential-brett-kavanaugh-letter-speaks-out-about-her-allegation-of-sexual-assault/2018/09/16/46982194-b846-11e8-94eb-3bd52dfe917b_story.html?utm_term=.e83e33d57d95&tid=a_inl_manual
https://haas.stanford.edu/students/cardinal-careers/fellowships/cia-undergraduate-internship-program
https://pando.com/2015/07/15/apa-cia/
https://www.salon.com/2012/12/02/better_than_bourne_who_really_killed_nick_deak/
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=6846922&privcapId=4395750&previousCapId=30029621&previousTitle=American%2520DG%2520Energy%2520Inc.
https://heavy.com/news/2018/09/christine-blasey-ford-husband-russell-family/
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